CARPET CONCEPT

WOVEN CARPET FOR
DISTINCTIVE COMMERCIAL,
HOSPITALITY AND RESIDENTIAL
PROJECTS

WE EXIST TO BRING AUTHENTIC, EASY TO USE MATERIALS TO THE DESIGN COMMUNITY

MATERIALS FOR DESIGN

Carpet Concept make unique carpet.
Woven using flatweave and wilton techniques, each item in the collection has a
texture and overall aspect that is different from ordinary carpet.
Their unique character makes them ideal for distinctive interiors, and owing to
their particular properties such as high durability and a long service life, the
products are perfectly suited for varied applications in the commercial sector.

LAY, UNO & HEM
A range of three woven wilton carpets.
Lay and Uno are available in 72 colours.
Individually or combined, the plain Uno
and patterned Lay carpet allow for
numerous possibilities of floor design.
Hem is a non-directional pattern of dots
which are perceived in various ways when
viewed from different angles. The 34
colour options are interesting and offer
unusual combinations.

ECO
The Eco collection is a flatwoven carpet,
with a three dimensional effect.
The weaving process creates a unique
character which is extremely durable,
perfectly suited for modern architectural
concepts.

WOOL
We offer two flatwoven options in wool.
Goi is woven from natural wool yarns that
are processed without chemical dyeing.
Instead, it offers shimmering colours of
Shetland and Portland wool in beige and
brown. Two structures in plain and stripe
designs offer many options for use with
a homely feel. Eco Wool is 80% wool and
20% nylon and offers a minimal look with
the luxury of wool.

GET SPECIFIC
For individual ranges please see the relevant technical data sheet.
Wilton woven ranges are supplied as 2m wide carpet.
Flatwoven ranges are supplied as 4m wide carpet.
GET FITTING
Please see our detailed installation instructions available from Innerspace Cheshire.
- The subfloor should be clean, dry and solid
- Material should be acclimatised prior to installation
GET CLEANING
Please see our detailed cleaning and maintenance instructions, available from Innerspace Cheshire.
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